Laboratory experiments are presented simulating aspects of perpendicular ion heating and conic formation that are observed or hypothesized to occur in the terrestrial ionosphere and magnetosphere. Previous laboratory observations of ion conics in the presence of the current-driven electrostatic ion cyclotron wave are reviewed. Field-aligned ion beams, accompanied by beam-generated electrostatic ion cyclotron modes, resulted in perpendicular energization of beam ions and also the heating of background plasma ions. Antenna-launched broadband and narrow-band lower hybrid waves produced considerable perpendicular ion heating and non-Maxwellian "tail" formation. Laboratory results are discussed in light of in situ measurements by the S3-3 satellite and the MARIE sounding rocket.
, Johnson [1979] , and Lysak [1986] .
Following perpendicular heating at low altitudes, these transversely accelerated ions (TAI) may undergo adiabatic folding in the Earth's flaring magnetic field (F = -/zVB) leading to ion conics at higher altitudes. The motion of perpendicularly heated ions in a flaring magnetic field has been studied experimentally by Cartier et al., [1985] . Interaction with double layers theoretically may also heat ions and generate ion conics [Borovsky, 1984] . The evolution of ion conics may be complicated by parallel electric fields [Gorney et al., 1985] .
TAIs and conics often are found loosely associated with plasma waves of various types, but unambiguous evidence of cause and effect relationships between them remains elusive. First, given the plethora of suprauroral waves, associations among them, TAIs, and conics is not surprising.
Further, the transient nature of rocket and satellite measurements makes it difficult to follow ion evolution in the presence of waves. These problems are compounded by Doppler-shifting of waves due to rocket motion, difficulties in making wavelength measurements (usually only wave frequency is measured), or difficulties in discriminating between electrostatic and electromagnetic modes. In all, the expanse and complexity of the suprauroral region coupled with extreme experimental difficulties have conspired to limit understanding of conics, TAIs, and waves. Controlled laboratory experiments, therefore, may be useful in elucidating particular plasma processes. This paper reviews and elaborates upon initial findings and presents new laboratory experiments simulating several ion acceleration and conic-forming mechanisms: electron- Table 1 [Kintner and Gorney, 1984] of ion conics. We conclude that a flaring B field is not always necessary to generate ion conics. In fact, simulations by Borovsky [1984] and others have shown that double layers might produce ion conics in the suprauroral region.
In conclusion, the current-driven EICW has been a popular candidate for TAI and conic formation. In theory, it is easily destabilized by field-aligned currents [Kindel and Kennel, 1971] , and it is very efficient in ion heating. Experimentally, however, evidence is not conclusive for electron drift being a significant source of EICW and conics. Most in situ measurements suggest either of the following: (1) either '*electron drift or ion beams could be responsible (neglecting potential jumps) or (2) ion beams are responsible for EICW generation (see the next section). At altitudes above 5000 km, Kintner et al. [1979] showed that EICW are mostly correlated with upflowing ions rather than electron current. At lower altitudes, current-driven EICW faces the theoretical difficulty of requiting a high critical current. This condition might be met by filamentary current structures, as suggested by Kintner et al. [1979] , but this awaits clear experimental verification in the supraurora. As an aside, in the laboratory, EICW have been generated by filamentary electron currents with widths r much less than Pi. It is interesting that similar ratios of Tñ/Tll exist for both suprauroral beams and the present laboratory beam when the EICW is observed. From Kaufmann and Kintner [1982] and Table 1 of this text, one has Tñ/Tll = 148 eV/71 eV 2.1, whereas for the present laboratory experiment, at maximum phase space extension, Tñ/Tll ---3. In the present experiment this ratio may be set by the velocity space diffusion of the parallel beam component. It is tempting to speculate that the same mechanism may be operative in the suprauroral region, particularly since the ratios of beam streaming energy to thermal energy are also similar for observed suprauroral beams and the present laboratory beams. [Ogawa et al. , 1987; Fukayarna et al. 1976 ]. In addition to multiple harmonics, waves were produced at fractions of the input frequency (see Figure 11) . This is indicative of a genuine nonlinear plasma process, possibly the decay of the pump LHW into a daughter LHW and a heavily damped ion quasimode [Porkolab, 1977; Wong and Ono, 1981; Koskinen, 1985 ]. This hypothesis is consistent with the observed sudden fall off in spectral intensity at approximately 1 MHz, due to the daughter LHW being unable to propagate below fLHR.
IoN BEAM-PLASMAS INTERACTIONS

Several electrostatic ion beam-plasma modes may be
Ion velocity space transport in the presence of LHW was of ions by EICW generated through the parametric decay of LHW has been seen in Q machines before [McWilliams et al., 1983] . In that experiment the direct resonant interaction ofLHW withfi(v ñ ) could be ruled out, since the wave phase velocity greatly exceeded the ion thermal velocity (because higher-frequency LHW were used). Additionally, the input power threshold for observation of parametric decay coincided with the threshold for perpendicular ion heating.
In contrast to the experiment just mentioned, in the experiment reported here, the wave phase velocity is probably not much greater than the ion thermal velocity. It has been suggested [Kintner et al., 1986 ] that the relatively high phase velocity of lower hybrid waves in the suprauroral region may indicate that they may only play a secondary role of further heating hot ions that were initially heated by some other mechanism (e.g., EICW) to the point that they could effectively couple with LHW. Experimental results from the MARIE sounding rocket experiment [Kintner et al., 1986] In a search for plasma processes associated with conics, Kintner and Gorney [1984] examined data from the S3-3 satellite and found evidence possibly indicating that electrostatic LHW can lead to conics. Starting from the assumption that ion conics were caused by perpendicular ion heating, they searched for data simultaneously displaying broadband plasma waves and ion heating. They discovered one example: waves at the LHW resonance and above accompanied by perpendicular ion heating. At resonance, amplitudes were 0.2-6 mV/m (rms) for 800-1400 Hz, and for above LHR, wave amplitudes were generally below 10 mV/m, but briefly reached 30 mV/m (rms). Unfortunately, wave identification was not conclusive, since satellite probes could not discriminate between electrostatic and electromagnetic waves and Several mechanisms leading to ion conic formation appear to be possible, based on satellite measurements, theoretical models, and these laboratory experiments. This is not surprising, however, given the menagerie of waves, plasma species, and environments present in the suprauroral region.
